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Letter from the Editor
fee) have to be based on the fewest number of possible participants so that

the income collected will be enough to cover the expenses. Then, if the event is
successful than that,there will be extra funds generated.

well, the good work continues from the 2000 reachers' conference com-
headed by Corolyn Perkins and Sn Antonia Cooper! Although they
a very nominal rate forthe 2000 Conference,they still managed to hove a

sizable surplus after allthe bills were paid. They decided to make very gen-
erous donations with that income to The Vital Force, Good Karma pubtishing and
the New MexicoT'ai Chi Chih Center as well as pass along a sizable amount to the

conference committee (in the San Francisco Bay Area, CA). THANKYO\J,2000
COMMITTEE!

year, carolyn Perkins hod to lay out 55000 of her own money to put down the
deposit required by the retreat center where the event was to occur. (She

was able to recoup this money when people began registering early). This"seed
money" amount has been passed from one conference to the next,and has been

5500 for years, but now that we have grown,this is nowhere near enough.

***'***'****.*.*tflf*rt*rfrflF*rfrfr(**x*rt**,*****************)it?*t&tt*****************rarHflftFrfrflttf

t this year-end,l would like to thank and acknowledge the other membe-rs ofThe
I Force staff. Doug Harned of Membership services is in charge of thevF)

and performs the bulk of the data entry of your membership forms and
updates. He also sends out thehcknowledgment postcards"when

u sign up or renew and the "renewal reminders" when your membership is going
expire. That's about l100-1200 pieces of mail each yearthat he personally pre-

ln addition, he attends and helps facilitate theVFJ
each quarter. THAN K YOU FOR YOU R EFFORTS, DOTJG!

Altman is ourTechnical Advisor, but he does much more than advise. He's
a "iack-of-all- trodes'- doing what is needed, as needed. He fitls in with data

when needed. He extracts records from thevFJ database file every 2-4 weeks
update the listing of teachers on the website. He does all the scans of photos,

"doctors" the photos as necessary with our software. He does all the scans of
submissions, usually doing the extra task of preparing them so they're ready

me to lay out. He sometimes does this for the e-mailed submissions,too. For
thevFJ Mailings each quarter, he handles the bulk code grouping and prepares

ever-changing "master list' of those who are to receive that issue (a dayJong
AIso, he extracts records in the database to create the labels for thevFJ

Doug's "renewal reminders" and other select occasions. He also re-creat-

Hewill produce it again thisyear.too. THANKYOU FORYOUR EFFORTS,ED!
Noel Altman,Editor

and I (and The Vital Force) have moved from Callfornia to New Mexico! PLEASE NOTE
on the ContacJs page (p9.35) forfhe

Force andthe Headof T'at Chi Chrh,Ed Aftman.
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. . . Last but not least, I want You to
know how much I enjoyed the latest
issue of lhe VitalForce,especially the
wonderful articles and pictures of
theTeachers'Conference! lt is most
special because I wasn't able to at-
tend the conference [due to a back
injuryl. Best regards,

Rosemarie Hallenback
Wappingers Falls,NY

Noel,
lam currently developing a web site
and lwould l ike to know if I  can
copy articles from the Vital Force,
onto the web page, if I reference the
VF, date,author etc.? In particular, I
am thinking of student's exPeri-
ences.

Susan Evans
West Chester,OH

Readers Res pond
tion to locating teachers individual-
ly. . . . The NJ/NY teachers are
meeting this Saturday evening, and
again Sunday November 19th, so it's
a good time to discuss it among
ourselves, if we have more logistical
information. . . . Thanks,

Carolyn Allenby
Annandale,Nl

lEditor's note: We have thought
about including locations where T'ai
Chi Chih is being taught by the teach-
ers listed on the website, but have
decided against it because of the
logistics involved. First of all, it
would be a tremendous amount of
time and effort for our staff to keep
the information updated assuming
teachers kept us updated in a timely
fashion. Secondly, inevitably, some
of the information would no longer
be accurate over time (when teachers
didn't update us),which would be
frustrating for the student trying to
find classes. So, we have concluded
that the best approach is for interest-
ed students to call teachers directly
to ascertain where and when they are
currently teaching.

lf the teachers in your region would
like to list this information,you all
would need to start your own web-
site and fully maintain it. You could
then have a link to the TCC Commun-
ityWebsite,as well,if you'd like. Our
policy is that no links are permitted
from the CommunityWebsite out to
other websites because then there is
no way to ensure that the user does-
n't end up somewhere unrelated to
T'ai Chi Chih.

lf you do decide to set up a regional
website, l'm sure there are other
areas of the community who would
be interested in hearing how and
what you do - perhaps you'd write it
up for readers oI The Vital Force?l

Hi Noel,
Want to know when my member-
ship dues to Vitol Force are due...
have lost track of when I last paid. I
don't want to miss any issues.
Thanks.

Jerry tonnson
West Linn,OR

lEditor's note: Thanks for the inquiry.
Your membership is"good thru"
(meaning lt includesl the 3/O1 issue.
We do print the/good thru"dates on
the top right of the address labels on
the front of the large white envel-
opes that the issues come in.l

I have changed my email address on
the website and my old one is no
longer correct. I realize you may not
be the place to go for this, but
where do I go to get this done?

P.S., I am teaching probably my 6th
beginner class, just started tonight,
and it is wonderful, as usual. I plan
to follow up with an intermediate
class in the second eight week, if I
can get enough students. . . .

Stephanie Bass
Raleigh,NC

lEditor's note: l'm glad to hear You're
so actively teaching in North Caro-
lina! We missed seeing you at the
conference this year (which was on
the East Coast for the first time everl.
It was FANTASTIC!

Yes,you contacted the right place for
any updates in name, address, phone
or e-mail information. Go ahead and
send me backyour new e-mail ad-
dress and weflf updateTheVital Force
database. The website will be updat-
ed subsequently as it is only updated
once or twice a month.I

lEditor's note: l've considered this
and spoken with Ed and Justin. I feel
it is fine for you to put articles flom
lheVital Force into your web page as
long as you reference the headline or
title of the article, TheVital Force,the
issue date and author. lf you excerpt
from an article,then please note that
it is excerpted.

You may want to consider having a
link from your web page into the TCC
community Website (wwwraichichih.
org). We encourage teachers to link
into the "official' website from their
own websites.I

Hel lo Noeland Ed!
.  .  .  Aboutthewebsite .  .  .  lwon-
dered if it were possible , fairly con-
veniently, for a geographical region
to list various upcoming classes that
are open to new students, in addi-
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Change is Necessary
By Justin Stone

I n ry book Metaphysics of Wall Street I mentioned
Ithat, in the Stock Market, one finds out that, no
matter how many times you have made a certain
mistake, you can always make it once more. "We
learn from history that we do not learn from his-
toly."

The reason is simple: unless we change the
ground from which the mistake arises,we will go
on acting in the same impetuous, heedless, or over-
ly-cautious manner. Swearing we will not listen to
rumours any more, we once again - prompted by
greed - do something that work out badly. We
believe because we want to believe.

Those who have bad or addictive habits
have found thatTCC practice is a wonderful way to
change habits, or have them change us. TCC prac-

ground from which the old habitual actions do not
arise. One prison is finding this out in a dramatic
fashion. We can,literally, become a changed person
no longer lured by the old Loreleis.

All the words in the world,from a psycholo-
gist or an analyst - or psychotherapist - won't
make a difference. "Do you know what you're doing
to your family - or to your health?" we ask. The
truth is, he or she does know - and is powerless to
change the habit or tendency. Meantime we spend
a lot of money for meaningless chatter. lt may flat-
ter the ego to be talked about. And even there,
how truthfulwil lwe be?

lf the TCC practitioner is sincere and perse-
vering - and many are not - we can be changed
naturally. lf we are not willing to be changed, noth-
ing can be done. The ground from which the prob-
lems arise must be changed, and can be.

the metabolism and that builds new

The Vital Force





By Marty Henry

lEditor's Note: Marty wrote this article when preparing for
Teacher Training. She was accredited in May,2ooO.l

The teacher does not normally take on a student unless the
latter displays great resolution and energy in his inquiry-.
After some time the disciple's hidden doubts and reserva-
tions appear in the form of a crisis, generally centering
around some point of the teaching or some action of the
teacher. When the problem fills all of the waking hours
without a moment's forgetfulness the stage is called the
Great Doubt. The working of the mind ceases. Finally there
is o flash which is called in Japanese satori or Realization.

- Leggett, 1'988, p. I l-12

f n the VitalForce, I have read several articles written
I from the perspective of teachers as they prepare their
students to become accredited teachers of T'ai Chi Chih.
They document some of the doubts and questions as to
whether a student is ready to enter teacher training, as
in Kathy Vieth Alber's Uune'991 article [on the St. Louis
TeacherTraining in which students received deferred ac-
creditationsl and Carmen Brocklehurst's recent article on
"Preparing for Teacher's Training" [September'99] about
patience in the process of becoming ready.

My story has similar themes to these but comes
from another perspective. I am a student ofT'aiChi
Chih immersed in that process. This story is told from
the inside. I hope it gives teachers a perspective of what
their students are experiencing through their process of
becoming.

I have been called "dtiven","goal oriented,"and
"headstrong." All of these were correct until the last l4
months when I discovered the benefits of TCC. I began
my training in January of 1999 under the teaching of a
kind and patient mentor, Rich Race. From the first week
of my practice, I could feel energy moving through a tin-
gling sensation in my fingers. Looking back after over a
year of increasing energy flow, I am amazed that any-
thing at all happened that quickly. lt took only a few
months of practice for me to realize the power of TCC.
The adjectives previously used to describe me were no
longer applicable. Even my supervisor told me that I
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knew that I had to become a teacher of TCC in order to
share this wonder with others who could benefit from it.

I found that teacher training should not occur
until after at least a year of practice. [Editor's Note: Ed
Aftman now recommends two or more years of practice
unless the candidate is exceptional.l I understood the
reasoning behind that thinking, but wanted to know
what to do to begin preparation for it as soon as I could.
It now seems that my old self was emerging. :

Rich was teaching another class and I asked if I
could observe it and watch him teach. lam an educa-
tional consultant and former teacher so I thought that I
could at least begin to pick up some good teaching
strategies. Because Rich has an open policy for any past
student to attend an ongoing class to refresh them-
selves, he agreed that I could observe only if he could
use me to assist as he gave corrections to the new stu-
dents. I began my observation and modeled some of
the movements as he instructed. This was a valuable ex-
perience for me as | first felt Z6 eyes on my back during
the first time I modeled for him. I had taught for many
years, but this was completely different. Because I was
still learning, I realized that I needed to focus on my
form so that it would be correct for the students.

I signed up for an intermediate course with Ka-
thy Vieth Albers. Learning from two talented and ac-
complished instructors opened my eyes to corrections I
could make to further enhance and deepen my practice.
I felt I was on my way and on target.

Then, as the universe has a way of doing, I was
stopped in my track. I was reading Justin's work some
Qigong literature, and taking an Asian Philosophy
course at the local university while practicing and atten-
ding Rich's classes. I encountered some conflicting infor-
mation within theTCC literature and teachings,and with
some of the other information I was processing and I be-
came very uncertain if this was what I needed to be do-
ing. My struggle was between pushing through my
doubt or just backing off and keeping TCC to myself for
my own benefit.

lwas meeting with Rich for some individual in-
struction and his reaction to my distress confirmed for

wasn't the woman he had hired three shg4laqE ago. I I me thatTCC is a powerful force in people's lives. As I



began to share my concernt a peace came over his face
and he exuded a calmness that assured me that I could
share my doubts with no risk. He listened and asked me
to think about whether I wanted to continue with the
intensive work we were doing on the timeline we had
set. He said he was confident that I would become a
teacher some day but that the timing had to be right for
me and he would workwith me when I was ready.

During the next week things fell into place. Dur-
ing my practice one morning I realized thatl did need to
let go, but not to turn loose. I had set an arbitrary train-
ing date for myself for . . . summer and I didn't need to
do that if it didn't feel right. I needed to just keep myself
open to what benefits were occurring for me physically,
mentally, and emotionally and realize that I would know
when the time was right. Within a few weeks the dis-
connects in the theories and practice reconnected and I
was back on target with renewed interest and insights. I
am assisting in anotherTCC class with Rich and am be-
coming much more aware of the movement students
are making. Because of this I am deepening my form as
well.

Through this story run the themes of patiencg
letting go, and trust. TCC teaches us these three through
the form itself. Have the patience of soft, flowing, and
continuous form. Wait for the T'an Tien to move before
anything else. Let TCC do TCC. You can't teach it, but
students can learn it by doing it. Trust that the right way
will be revealed. Chi will flow;the way will be made
clear.

As the beginning quote shows us, the path to
understanding requires mentors who allow the process
to occur within the student on a timeline that is right for
the student's development, and who provide the sup-
port and time for growth and acceptance to occur. lt
requires students who accept the form on two levels,
one that continuously examines form as well as its un-
derstanding, and the other that accepts that it is not ne-
cessary to understand.

Leggett,T. (l988). The Tigert Cave. Rutland,W: Charles E.
Tuttle Company

Young mother healed byTCC practice
Deaf .fustin
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Thorough Prepa ration Essential
for Successfu I Candidate

By Noel Altman

hat does it take to send a qualified stu-
dent to TeacherTraining? How do we, as

teachers, prepare students who are ready for
this defining endeavor?

The first step, of course, is that the student be
worthy. In her article, "Preparing forTeacher's Trainingi
(The Vital Force, September 1999), Carmen Brocklehurst
lays out very clearly the challenge of guaging when and
ffa student is ready to begin
the process of "teacher prepa-
ration'j

Ed and I co-taught all
of ourT'ai Chi Chih classes for
the eight years preceding his
appointment as Head of T'ai
Chi Chih. During that time, he
and I sent only two students
to Teacher Training, one of

The second criteria, moving well, is something
that can be taught to a degree, but if a person has physi-
cal limitations which prohibit him/her from performing
the movements well, not passably well, but wetl,then
serious consideration should be given to deciding
whether that person is capable of overcoming the limi-
tation. Many physical limitations are self-imposed due
to some old trauma,and can be released or healed. In
this case lam speaking more about something like"l
have bad knees - I can't bend them any deeper"or"l

can't turn my waist any more
than this'i lf someone has a
physical limitation that is more
permanent and prevents him/
her from moving well, then that
person is not ready (and may
never be)to become a teacher,
although it may be possible in
the rare case for such a person
to receive a "limited accredita-

With students, we take them where
they're at and encourage them to
move to the next level, but if they
don't, so be it. With teacher candi-
dates, we have o much higher
expectation.

whom is Amy Hackenberg, one of the finest teachers in
our community (according to Justin).

So, assuming you have a worthy candidate,
which in my mind is not a minor point in this whole
process, but the whole crux of it - assuming that, what
is to be done to best prepare that student?

Justin Stone says that having the proper attitude
and the ability to move well are the two basic require-
ments for entry into a TeacherTraining course. The first
criteria, proper attitude, cannot be taught to someone,
and some people will never be appropriate candidates
because of bad attitudes. The candidate needs to be
someone who has respect -for the form (more than
anything), for the Originator, for his/her teacher, for the
TeacherTraining process. In addition to this,the candi-
date should be someone who earnestly wants to im-
prove his/her practice, appreciates correction, and wants
to help others.

tion"which would allow him/
her to teach rvith another accredited teacher (only).

With students,we take them where they're at
and encourage them to move to the next level, but if
they don't, so be it. With teacher candidates, we have a
much higher expectation. Why? Because students will
not be able to learn to move well, or even properly, if
their teacher cannot demonstrate the movements well,
and the form we all revere could disintegrate into a
thousand lesser variations if teachers start showing the
movements in a different way.

That said, what is it we actually do to prepare a
candidate? Now that it has been some years since Ed
and I have co-taught classes - (l now teach on my own)
- and I have students expressing interest and/or show-
ing promise, I have rethought the process of prepara-
tion. Ed "raised the bar"for accreditation last year and
foresees that standards may rise again in the future. In
keeping with Ed's higher requirements, (which are mine,
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as well), my level of preparation will be even more thor-
ough in the future.

I would allow six months or more for the prepa-
ration process alone,and I would not begin to work with
a student on the preparation before one year of steady
practice. Of course, these are minimums. Every student
is unique, and from my point of view, allowances should
be made to accommodate this. But lwouldn't reduce
my minimums listed above - lwould more likely in-
crease them. Ed now recommends"about two years"of
consistent practice for any candidate entering the
course (which I heartily agree with) so to send a student
before the two years means the student is unusual, even
exceptional.

This is what I will do with my candidates in the
future:

1) Require that the candidate be practicing daily once
entering the teacher preparation process.

2) Go over the candidate's practice with a fine-tooth
comb - it may take many sessions one-on-one over a
period of many months, but all serious principle viola-
tions MUST be corrected, and the finer details of where
the arms and hands go should also be addressed, inves-
tigated if necessary (by perusing and discussing Justin's
materials on T'ai Chi Chih, and related articles by Justin
and Ed fromTheVitalForce),and incorporated into prac-
tice. (These details may not matter as much for the
practicing student, but every teacher needs to know
them.)

3) Require the candidate to repeat at least one, if not all
levels of classes that I teach to observe how I teach -

how I teach the movements, how I handle different
types of students, when I give correction and when I
don't,etc. Every person willdevelop his/her own style in
teaching, suited to his/her personality, but this will serve
as a foundation for that teaching, and something to fall
back on in difficult situations. This was something that I
did with my teacher when I prepared to go to Teacher
Training, and it was possibly the most valuable (for me).

Along with this, I would give the candidate a
chance to lead movements at the front of the class, with
all eyes focusing on him/her. lt takes practice to be able
to keep one's focus (and remember the count!) when
students'eyes are on you. In addition, it is even more
challenging to add in talking while performing the
movements. Knowing how to do both at the same time

(and do them well) is part of any movement teacher's
repetoire.

lf I were not teaching classes at the time, then I
would encourage the candidate to do the above with
another accredited teacher - again, to observe how to
teach and possibly get practice with leading (although
that would be the other teachert decision).

4) Require that the candidate study Justin Stone's TCC
text,the audiotape"Justin Stone Speaks on T'ai Chi Chihi
and both of Justin's videotapes. Why both? Because, as I
said in my column in the June 2000 issue of TheVital
Force, there are different advantagesto each of them.
The teaching is perhaps more thorough on the new
tape, but Justin mentions different things in each of the
tapes, so together they present a very thorough expla-
nation. And, in the practice session on the old tape,Jus-
tin demonstrates the movements from a full sideview -

the only place this is done on either tape. That is critical
to see to understand proper yinning and yanging -

one leg bent and one leg straightened, upright posture
(no leaning), bottom tucked under, etc. As l've said be-
fore, any serious student, and certainly every teacher,
should have and use both.

In addition, I would highly encourage (and par-
tially require) the candidate to read some of Justin's
other books - Abandon Hope!, Heightened Awareness,
20th Century Psalms, and Meditation for Healing. for in-
stance. (There are others). Why? Because Justin Stone is
no ordinary man,and if you want to be able to talk co-
herently about what kind of man he is, and why he was
qualified to originate such profound disciplines as T'ai
Chi Chih and Se'rjaku (the advanced form),you'll need to
know about his background to try and understand urho
and what he is. Every teacher gets questions at presen-
tations and in classes about Justin Stone. Students are
curious, and maybe disbelieving, too, about a Westerner
who was able to boil down to their essence the pro-
found disciplines of the East and create an entirely new
and easy-to-learn discipline.

Alsq I would copy and distribute particular arti-
cles written by Justin and Ed and other teachers from
past issues of The Vital Force and The New Mexico T'ai Chi
Chih News which relate to the depth or essence of T'ai
Chi Chih, the responsibility of being a teacher, successful
practice and teaching ideas. There are a whole slew of
articles available on theTCC community website
(www.taichichih.org) which were written by Justin and

continued on page jl
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The Courage
to Make the Ri ht Decision

By Sharon Sirkis

I n then | first met this one student in September
U lf of '99, she expressed her love for TCC, and that

she wanted to become an accredited teacher. Un-
fortunately, when I watched her move, she had
picked up some very poor habits from a badly done
video. I thought about my 16 years of teaching kar-
ate as a black belt, and how old habits are the hard-
est to change. Nonetheless, I was up for the chal-
lenge. I strongly recommended that she discontin-
ue using her current video, and switch to Carmen
8/or Justin's tapes. By the end of six week she did
improve, but still wasn't
ready for teacher candida-
cy. I suggested she repeat
the next session, which she
did.

During that time,
this student tried to con-
vince me to put her up for

She told me if she passed - great, if she
didn't - well, then ot least she1 know
what to work on. I told her that's not
how it worked, that she needed to be

By the end of the second time around, un-
fortunately she still didn't have a handle on the
moves (mainly the side-to-side). I could sense she
was frustrated with my corrections, but I explained
that if she wanted to be a teacher she had to un-
derstand the principles, and she had to move well. I
wasn't about to burden Ed with an unqualified can-
didate whom he would have to defer or fail. The
student decided to work on her practice and repeat
the class again after the first of the year.

She called and decided against taking the
class, however, since one of the nights scheduled

was on her anniversary. lt
was at this point that I
began to question how
serious she was. Al-
though I believed her ex-
cuse, I also sensed some-
thing else was keeping
her away. Self-doubt

fully prepared and move correctly.

teacher's training in April 2000. She told me if she
passed - great, if she didn't - well, then at least she'd
know what to work on. I told her that's not how it
worked,that she needed to be fully prepared and
move correctly. I mentioned my own teacher's
training; how I was on the waiting list and had to
wait another year. But with extra time to practice, I
felt confident in the way I moved, so I didn't have to
worry about whether l'd pass or fail. Once again I
was reminded of my karate training. I would never
have dreamed of asking to be put up for a belt test.
When my teacher thought I was ready,then I would
know. I gave her a copy of Ed's article"Raising the
Bar" (3 / 99 V FJ), and Ca rmen's a rticle "Prepa ri ng for
Teacher's Training" (9/99VFl). I had already given
her the "TCCTeacher Candidate Preparation Guide-
lines'j I told her there may be a training in the fall,
and that l'd see where she was prior to that. She
was disappointed, but understood.

started to creep in. Was it me? Was she getting irri-
tated with my many corrections? On the outside
she'd smile and accept the correction, but I always
felt it was an act,that deep down inside she was
really annoyed. She told me she'd be in touch soon.
She was hoping to be put up for teacher's training
in the fall.

I decided to be patient and allow the chito
guide me. I let this whole situation gq and four
months rolled by. That seemed like a long time,and
there was no way l'd consider putting her up for a
training without even seeing where she was in her
practice. I had an idea. I called and invited her to
the final practice of my current class. That way I
could see how far along she was. She thought it
was a good idea,and agreed to be there.

At the final practice, the student was still not
flowing from the center (way too much shoulder
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movement). Other bad habits were appearing from
that previous videqwhich I realized she had re-
sumed watching. I also discovered that she had not
been practicing every day. At the end of the prac-
tice she seemed in a hurry. She quickly told me she
enjoys practicing, and that she'll see where she is; if
she's ready, great - if not, she still loves doing TCC.
She was all smiles and upbeat, but she raced out of
class. She didn't stop to ask me if I had any other
feedback for her, or ask me what I thought. She did-
n't want to hear it. | figured that more corrections
would seem like undue criticism. This took me back
to karate again. How I loved corrections. How I
used to hang around after class and learn from
other student's corrections and hope for more of
my own. How I realized I was a worthy student be-
cause my teacher paid attention to me with his
effort and time. How each correction to me was
fike a piece of the puzle that l'm trying to com-
plete, not some statement about my self-worth. I
thought about how sometimes we can just be too
sensitive,letting our egos get in the way.

Deep down inside I knew this student was-
n't ready for teacher's training, and yet I was con-
flicted about telling her. My'good girl"started pop-
ping in. lwanted to be nice and lwanted to accom-
modate her. I knew she loved TCC and I didn't want
to disappoint her. But the bottom line was that she
wasn't ready for teacher's training now nor would
she be in the fall. I thought about what Ed said,
"You can't do the studentt homeworkfor them." I
tried my best, and now it was up to her. I wanted to
call her and get this off my chest, but I felt guided
to be patient and wait.

Two week later she called me and said she
wouldn't be at any more practices or take my next
class. She told me that it's been a tough decision
but she's not going to go through with pursuing
teacher's training. She went on to say how if she
has to worry about getting everything just right,
and it's not joyous to practice,then she'd rather just
go out on the deck and watch the scenery. I
thought to myself this is not the attitude of a sin-
cere teacher. I told her if she wants to be a teacher,
then she has to do the moves correctly to keep TCC

pure. lalso mentioned that now it's recommended
to practice two years instead of one. She told me
she was disappointed in herself when she attended
the final practice. I listened awhile, then I asked her
if she wanted feedback and she reluctantly agreed.
First, I told her that I thought it was tough for her
because of the role reversal. She is a teacher in
another field, and she is used to being the teacher,
not the student. She didn't comment on that re-
mark. Second, I said, "l think you're hearing the cor-
rections as criticism." She immediately became de-
fensive,jumped in and said "No." She wondered if
the problem might stem from her age 8rlor physical
ability. I quickly dismissed that idea; she was per-
fectly capable physically. This led me to letting her
know that I thought her ego was getting in the
way. She was quiet on that one and started to
quickly wrap up the conversation. She thanked me,
and told me she'lljust practice for pleasure. I
thanked her for calling me, and I suggested that she
might want to try another teacher, but she de-
clined. I know what I said was not easy to hear, and
it is my hope that one day she will work through
this experience and become an accredited TCC
teacher.

I learned a lot from this experience. I
learned that wanting to be an accredited TCC
teacher doesn't qualify you to become one. Stu-
dents must be willing to do the worK on both the
physical and mental levels. Hundreds of my karate
students have told me they wanted their black belt,
but only six did the work to actually achieve one. I
learned to trust myself and pay attention to that
knowing inside. I learned not to be pulled off cen-
ter out of fear of someone's anger or disappoint-
ment. I learned that when you take a stand, people
don't always like it, but that's what it takes to"raise
the bar." I learned that we can't worry about"mak-
ing nice." lf we as teachers are true to ourselves
and have to hold back a student from teacher's
training, it may be uncomfortable. But just because
somethingt uncomfortable doesn't mean it isn't
right. lf you ever find yourself in this situation, I
would suggest that you tolerate the uncomfort-
ableness, and do what's right for the student and
forTCC. All it takes is a little integrity and courage.
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Auditor sees unprepared candidates
By Donna McElhose

I t was a privilege to audit the Teacher Training
lCourse held in Berkeley,CA,July 1O-15,2000. I
know that my understanding and refinement of T'ai
Chi Chih was greatly enhanced by auditing.

Auditing is a wonderful gift for teachers
wishing to deepen theirT'ai Chi Chih practice. For
the auditing teacher there is the opportunity to re-
fine their own understanding of the practice, ex-
change information with other teachers, and con-
nect with the new teachers.

One of the sad things about auditing,
though, is seeing the work of some teachers. There
are teachers sending candidates to the course un-
prepared! By sending unprepared students you are.
not doing anyone a favor. This makes for a very dif-
ficult week for the candidates. There seems to be

A Teacher's Perspective

little regard for the unnecessary hardship you put
your candidate through. The candidates should be
enhancing their understanding of T'ai Chi Chih, not
learning the basics! Maybe, prior to sending a can-
didate to the Teacher Training Course, one should
audit the course themselves.

Congratulations to the 16 newT'aiChi Chih
Teachers from the Berkeley Teacher Training Course.
You were inspiring and I loved working with you.
You taught me so much. I am very gratefulfor that
opportunity to grow.

In order forT'ai Chi Chih to grow we need to
increase the level of instructors and the preparation
of new instructors is vitalforT'ai Chi Chiht growth.

Sandy, thank you for making it possible for
this wonderfulweek.

By Bitsy LeBlanc

f d Altman is the means through which the form
I-and most of allthe content of T'ai Chi Chih is so
eloquently expressed. lt is with gratitude that this
teacher wishes to thank him for the excellent way
in which he conducted the San Antonio Teacher
Training Accreditation [in June,2000]. The benefits
and rewards of attending this training as an audit-
ing teacher are invaluable.

Lessons of humility, patience, awareness and
a deeper understanding of T'ai Chi Chih were
taught and learned by both teacher and student.
In any given instant one may become the other. To
teach is to learn. As a teacher of T'ai Chi Chih it is a
personal responsibility to improve one's method of
teaching. Correct and learn. Be open.

I Chi follows thought. Realizing that if one in-
tentionally releases tension, obstacles, and most of
all, ego (the root cause of all problems within the
body),time in its linear form could actually be
saved in the evolution of onet T'ai Chi Chih prac-
tice. Follow the wish of the Mind. Attending T'ai
Chi Chih workshops, conferences and meditations,
performing daily practice, and auditing teacher ac-
creditations are all means of saving this'time'. Delay
is of the ego. Use time attentively. T'ai Chi Chih will
take one as far as allowed on one's journey to the
discovery of Self. Inner sincerity can be a comfort-
ing guide along the way.

To Alice Holden,CCVIwho so graciously
hosted this training and to the newly accredited
teachers -thank you for sharing your experience.

12 The Vital Force
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tanding) directs VF./Volunteers in stamping

return address and bulk mail codes -
from Doug): Barbara Dinehart Ur-

5mith, Barbara Buckley, Marianne Merritt,
J Editor Noel Altman.

Left Photo: VFJ Staff Member Ed Alt-
man leads the outdoors TCC practice , along-

VFJVolunteer Barbara Riley who hosted
the Mailing at her lovely home.

Right Photo (L-R): VFJVolunteers Ka-
Silva,Wendy Helmt John Steinmetz and

ngMaili

but present (and
at the Moiling were:

Mahoney, David Schul-
Pat Bourne, Paul Ciske

Steffensen.

Barbara Dinehart practice outside.

Photo: 2001 Conference Coordi-
Sandy McAlister (left) leads plan-

meeting after the Mailing.
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Sept.21-24

Meditation Retreat with Justin Stone
in Albuquerque, NM
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A Gentle Day in St. Louis with Ed Altman
By Anne Perkins

Course Host

?llow...discover...go deeper... pay
attention to"- these were some of
the phrases Ed used over and over
as he led an intensive day-long
workshop here on October 7,2OOO.
Although most of the participants
were from the metropolitan 5t.
Louis area (including a number of
Bobbie and Andy Anderson's stu-
dents from the East Side), we were
delightedthat 11 peoplejoined us
from Indianapolis, Chicago, Kansas
City,and Cincinnati.

About two-thirds of the 53 partici-
pants were students with widely-
varied experience of TCC;the rest of
us were accredited teachers. We
were fortunate to be able to use
Mercy Center, both as lodging for
many of the out-of-town people,
and for the workshop itself. Mercy
Center is the Catholic retreat house
where KathyVieth Albers has host-
ed the two Teachers'Trainings held
in St. Louis in the past three and a
half years, and its exceptionally
beautiful setting (including an out-
door labyrinth) is the perfect physi-
calembodiment of the grace so
many of us find in our TCC practice.

My fellow teacher Donna McEl-
hose arrived on Thursday from the
Chicago area to help me with the
finalpreparations;we had such fun
blowing up purple and blue bal-
loons, and getting my contact sheet
in order,and putting large signs all
over Mercy Center. Just before Don-
na left on Sunday she described our
group of participants as "sincere"
and that's exactly what it felt like to
me too. All during the day Ed
helped us to deepen our practice,

emphasizing the principles, talking
to us about Justin and the prepara-
tion of students forTeachers'
Training. But above all, he moved
there in front of us, modeling the
softness and continuity and mov-
ing-from-the-center that is the very
heart of TCC. After the lntensive
Workshop, about 20 of us gathered
at my house for an informal potluck
supper. We carried our eagerness
and our questions for Ed over into
the dinner hour, much to the enjoy-
ment of all.

A gentle day indeed.

Teacher's Perspective
This (Saturday, October 7th in St.

Louis) is the first time I have attend-
ed one of Ed Altman's intensive
workshops. I have known the Alt-
mans for many years and have al-
ways admired them,yet this day
was a revelation for me. Ed was
sharing the subtleties, the nuances
of practicing T'ai Chi Chih; Ed was
demonstrating how these principles

help each and every student (and I
fit that category) to discover how
TCC adapts, perfectly, to him/her in-
dividually. These principles were
presented to us in a manner so easy
to understand and grasp. I couldn't
believe it! | have been teaching TCC
since 1986 and today, in the year
2000,this young man was giving
me fresh, new teaching gifts; gifts to
have and to hold and to share with
hungry students.

During our break I approached Ed
with the purpose of letting him
know what a wonderfulTCC teacher
he is and how proud I am of him for
sharing his talents with us in such a
simple yet beautifulway. lwanted
to share the joy I was feeling in my
heart because I was so happy for
each one of us who was in atten-
dance, to receive the gifts he offers.
My heart was so full of thanksgiving
I could only look into his eyes and
share a moment of silent under-
standing.

Thank you, Ed.

Virginia Shilson
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PA Teacher Training yields 1 1 new teachers
By Jean Markey

Course Host

I A tOWwhat an incredible week.
U Y This was my first time to host a

T'ai Chi Chih teachers' training
course, my first time to audit for an
entire week (which I highly recom-
mend), and also my first time to
have any of my students accredited.

Out of the 1 1 candidates,
five of them had studied under me,
four of which I have worked very
closely with for the past two to two
and a half years. lt has been a won-
derful experience, in that time,
watching them grow and go deeper
into their practice. After this week I
think I know now what it feels like to
give birth. lt was a very powerful, Ed talked about having integrity in our practice

- when I arrived home on Saturday I read the thought
for the day in my daytimer, "Live with honor and integri-
ty and lend your talents and strengths to others," (by
Paul J. Meyer). (How appropriate). . . .

emotional and rewarding experience for me. . . .

We were really fortunate to have four auditing
teachers who were able to attend for the entire week
and another who audited for one and a half days.
(Thank you for being there).

Ed shared a lot of his knowledge and wisdom
not only of T'ai Chi Chih, but, of life in general,that it was
so hard to absorb it all. I found myself, as well as every-
one else, taking a lot of notes. I also picked up some
helpful hints on how to correct students who have prob-
lems with - leaning (forward or back), shifting the
weight fully and moving from the Center. (Ed - thank
you).

An Insight
By April Leffler

ai Chi Chih,like life, is a process of letting go and of
opening up. lt makes no sense, in either situation to

beat oneself up due to an increase in awareness.
Honor the painful as well as the exciting insights for
what they are - G|FTS.
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Year's largest training held in NM
By Rhonda St. Martin

Course Co-Host

Th" sixth and largestT'aiChiChih
I teachers training course this year was

held in October at the Albuquerque TCC
Center. Seventeen teacher cand idates
from all over the country, including
three from Albuquerque, came to spend
the week with us. Throughout stormy
weather (especially the first two days!)
Ed gently and relentlessly led the candi-
dates and several auditing teachers
through movements. lt deepened our
experience and understanding of TCC.
He focussed us on alignment of the bo-
dy and alignment of integrity and re-
minded us on the final day to "allow the
integrity of TCC to be foremost in your
mind."

A real bonus for these teacher candidates was
Justin's daily visits to class. Many candidates met him for
the first time as he demonstrated movements and gave
practical advice on presentations such as"Use your own
words to express your own experience of TCC"and "NO
mumbling!" Candidates enthusiastically welcomed his
enrichment of this course. lt was heartening to witness
the working relationship between the Originator of TCC
and his appointed Head. They provided a moving exam-
ple of how all of us as teachers and forever-students can
respectfully relate to one another.

Throughout the week candidates' movements
(in body and mind) were broken down and reconstruct-
ed. The variety and quality of presentations were excel-
lent. lf one tear was shed by an individual it was certain-
ly felt by the entire group. Such connecting and support
of each other only enhanced those quiet moments of
surrender when we moved together with softness and
continuity.

Three candidates were given deferred accredita-
tion status. lt is painfulto see a student ill prepared by
their teacher for the high expectations of the teacher ac-
creditation course. Deferral status is also a reflection of
Ed's commitment to admit only teachers of the highest

ability to the teaching community. Such practice will
undoubtedly ensure the purity and longevity of T'ai Chi
Chih. lt was a humbling reminder to all of us to bring
patience and self evaluation to our practice.

This course was blessed with many auditing
teachers including Roberta Taggert, Pam Towne, Lovena
Warren, Joanne Lovejoy, Jim Shorr, Amy Hackenberg
and Noel Altman from out of state. Albuquerque teach-
ers included the training planning committee members
of Co-Hosts Dora Derzon and Rhonda St. Martin, Dennis
Zallen, AmyTykinski,and Guy Kent. Local Good Karma
Distributor Carmen Brocklehurst attended along with
several other local teachers including Victor Berg, Ann
Rutherford, Connie Hyde, Robert Montes De Oca, Suni
McHenry, Caroline Chavez, Kathy Grassel, Toni Mora,
Marjie Bassler, Ellen Tatge, and Beverly McFarland. . . .

The efforts of so many went into this training
course. lt is a true reflection of the simple and uncom-
promising goal of spreading the experience and joy of
TCC. Thank you Ed for your forthright and skillful leader-
ship. Thank you Dora for co-hosting this event with such
maturity and grace. lt was fun working with you again.
On a personal note I was given the gift of renewed in-
spiration and commitment to daily practice for which I
amgra te fu l . . . .

course! (Back rov L-R).' Co-Host Rhonda 5t. Martin, Co-Host Dora
Derzon,Jane Dally,Jan Ramquist, Bob Steffen, Mary Ruiz,Joyce KieferVeerkamp, Linda
Fef lion; (Middle row, L-Rl.' Mary Camerit Karen Bolda,Trish Mosier, Catherine Millman,

Maissen, Maria da Gloria Alvarez, Rita Jacobsen; (Front row, L-R).' Athene Mantel,
Taggart, Course Instructor Ed Altman, Lisa Otero, Ray Payne.
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News Shorts
March 30 - Apri l  1.2001

T'ai Chi Chih retreat, to be led by
Ed Altman, offered for first time
A time for personal renewal and learning for teach-
ers and students with Ed Altman,lnternational
Head of T'ai Chi Chih - this is the first gathering of
T'ai Chi Chih teachers and students in Arizona and
the firstT'ai Chi Chih retreat with Ed. lt will be a
time for refreshment of body, mind and spirit, open
to T'ai Chi Chih teachers and students from other
states as well.

The site of the retreat weekend,The Sedona Retreat
and Healing Park in Sedona, AZ,is located in a
beautiful, serene, high desert setting, tucked into
the majestic red rocks of Sedona. The buildings at
the retreat center were designed by a student of
Frank Lloyd Wright. They are adobe style and earth-
integrated for a passive solar-controlled environ-
ment. The indigenous tribes who first lived in the
area considered the land sacred. Sedona is known
worldwide as a destination for healing, energy and
spiritual growth. The marketing director said that
"the chi here is just wonderful." Combine all this
with Ed's wonderful leadership and we know this
will be a very special experience for everyone who
attends.

THIS RETREAT WILL OFFER:

-T'oi Chi Chih workshops with Ed Altman
- FrequentT'ai Chi Chih practice sessions
- Networking with teaching colleagues
- A heolthy cuisine, primarily vegetarian, with an
assortment of Korean, American, French,ltolian ond
Mexican dishes served buffet style
- Reloxing atmosphere in o hospitality areowith com-
plementary snacks, fresh fruit,bottled woter
- Ample time for personal reflection and meditotion
- Hiking on 124 acres of trails and paths which mean-
der through noturol desert landscape

- Swimming and hottub - located on a ridgefrom
which we can alsoview the sunset and beautifulnight
skies

Prices range from Sl 95 - 255 and include lodging
and all meals, beginning with dinner on Friday and
going through lunch on Sunday.

- Deanne Hodgson

TCC Teacher Training Travel Fund
to be used for international travel
Five dollars from every candidate's T'ai Chi Chih
TeacherTraining fee has been earmarked for the
T'ai Chi Chih TeacherTraining Travel Fund since the
beginning of 1998. The amount in the fund, includ-
ing interest and the'contribution from the last
TeacherTraining of 2000,is now S1096.37.

The purpose of this fund is to help defray expensive
flight costs (over 5500) for teachers in the interna-
tional teaching community who host Teacher
Training courses and would have to pay for Ed Alt-
man's overseas transportation costs.

The fund has not been used yet, but there is a
growing presence of accredited teachers in Europe
and it is expected that a Teacher Training course
will be scheduled there within two to five years.

-  NoelAl tman

PAL format video to be produced
In response to the wish of European TCC students
and teachers to purchase a PAL version of Justin
Stone's videotape (since European VCRs cannot play
VHS tapes), a list of names is now being taken by
Good Karma Publishing (GKP). When the list is long
enough, a limited number of the tape will be pro-
duced in PAL format. For details, contact GKP.

18 The Vital Force
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Calendar of Events
TCC RETREAT
Location: Sedona,AZ
Contact Deanne Hodgson

233 E.Angela Drive
PhoenirAZ 85022-1812
Phone: (602)789-7415
e-mail: deanne@blueribbon.com

Attendance Fee: 519s - 25s

TCCTeacher Renewal Fee:
Seijaku Teacher Training Fee:
Auditing Seijaku Teachers:

e-mail: cheryann.hoffmeyer@home.com 
i
1

TCCTEACHERTRAINING
Location: Minneapolis'MN
Conta<* Sr. Rita Foster

2005 2nd Ave. S
Minneapoli+ MN 55404-2602
Phone: (6'12) 872-8624
e-mail: rfoster@csjstPaul.org

TCC Teacher Training Fee: s4s0

TCCTEACHERTRAINING
Location: Mahwah' NJ
Contact Dan Pienciak

72 Lake Ave.
Ocean Grove, NJ 07756-1406
Phone: (732) 988-5865
e-mail: wakeuPdaniel@aol.com

TCCTeacherTraining Fee: 5450

DAY OF "JOY THRU MOVEMENT"
CELEBRATING T'A! CHI CHIH
Location: Worldwide

27

520 CAD
s300 u.s.
520 U.5.

(Note: Due to space limitations, priority will be
given to those taking the training for the first time.
Auditors will be included as space allows.)

16TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
T'AI CHI CHIH TEACI{ERY CONFERENCE
Location: San Francisco Bay Area, CA

(See"News Shorts"for description of event.
host for price details.)

May TCCTEACHERTRAINING
7 Location: Fullerton, CA (Orange County)
thru Contacfi PamTowne
12, 107 CalleVista

1 Camari l lo,CA 93010-1711
Phone: (805) 987-3607
e-mail: ptowne@inreach.com

TCCTeacherTraining Fee: 5450

Justin Stone is the Originator of T'ai Chi Chih.
Ed Altman is the Head of T'ai Chi Chih.

Allhosted events led by Ed Altman unless otherwise indicoted.
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Justin Stone, Conference Co-Host
Perkins, Head of T'ai Chi

Ed Altman and Conference
Sr.Antonia Cooper pose
during the 2000 T'ai Chi

Teachers' Conference in

2ooo Teachers'Conference was phenomenal -7o responses! Although the bulk of
selected for publication appeared in the last issue, some of the longer tesponses

write-ups of "Roundtable"discussions follow on this and the next six

Teacher wa s"aided" by attending in NJ
lf you are meant to live a devo-

tional life,Justin says,you will be
drawn to those who will aid you.
Justin and Ed gave me that aid at
the Conference. We want to un-
ite with the Source, to be in ac-
cord with reality. How do we ac-
complish this? Ed reminded us
that any extraneous movement
cuts off our relationship with the
vitalforce. Are we leading with
our shoulders rather than the
T'an T'ien? Be alert to any weak-
nesses or tension in your move-
ments. Explore them. They're

waiting to be discovered. What
can theyteach us? lf you ignore
them, you will stagnate at your
present level of understanding.
ls that what you want? You
know there's much, much more
waiting for you.

At the Conference, Justin re-
minded us that our spiritual l i fe
must be in accord with our daily
life. We can not practice T'ai Chi
Chih then go to work and prac-
tice deplorable behavior. This
makes ourT'ai Chi Chih a sham.

Chifollows thought; take an atti-
tude and action that leaves no
ripple. Ed gave us an excellent
example of this by sharing his
personaljourney of aligning his
software business with the inte-
grity of his T'ai Chi Chih practice.
lf you weren't at the conference,
you missed an inspiring story.
(Maybe he'l lwrite it up in the
VitalForcel)

- Ann Rutherford
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The T'ai Chi Chih Teachers'Conference
and The Bubbling Spring
By Lyn Welch

I just returned from my first teacher's conference
I and am still a bit bemused. lt has taken me two
weeks to sort out my impressions and it willtake
many more to integrate all the things I learned into
my practice and teaching.

My original teacher's training had been a
disaster. I thought I was well prepared, but was not.
(My own fault, I might
add). From the first prac-
tice, the first day, things
slowly slid toward doom.
By the end, I was deep in
depression, loving T'ai Chi
Chih, but convinced that I
could never succeed in
doing it correctly.... much
less teaching it.

The early morning practice was a
totaljoy. Was I perfect? Of course
not, and never will be. I have a long
way to go and much to learn, but
that morning was a revelation. The

focused individuals was magic...
feeling of practicing with so many

like a balloon floating free in the air,joy,and per-
haps the breath of God, lifting me aloft. In many
ways the conference became more spiritualthan
anything else. I am so grateful.

To the experienced teachers who took their
time to talk to me about teaching and to help me
with the form, I can only send a heart felt thanks.
Whereas thanks are small things, I know that the
kindness will be returned to you in some way, 1000

fold. Thatt the way life works.
To those of you who wel-
comed me with smiles, a
warm hug, and encourage-
ment,thanks also. lwil l pass
the hugs along to others who
need them as badly as I did.

And nowabout the Bubbling
Spring. Yes, I know Justin talks
about this, but the one to

I would not have dared show my face last
year,so I stayed at home,wondering what was
going on and what lwas missing. lstudied the
tapes over and over. I read about T'ai Chi Chih, I
thought about T'ai Chi Chih, I taught (cautiously).
Most important, I practiced. I focused, and I prac-
ticed again.

This year I gathered my courage,a year of
teaching and hard practice under my belt and
dared. Thursday night, once there, I again felt that
sinking feeling. What was I doing there? I probably
would have run, if I could.

The early morning practice was a totaljoy.
Was I perfect? Of course not, and never will be. I
have a long way to go and much to learn, but that
morning was a revelation. The feeling of practicing
with so many focused individuals was magic ...lfelt

which I refer is a little differ-
ent. I have found that the conference was much
like a bubbling spring. lt renewed and invigorated
me at the time and has continued to do the same
since. lts memories bubbleand chuckle,and tum-
ble through my spirit ... a scene here, a word there, a
kindness remembered. lt renews and invigorates
me every hour and infuses my practice with joy.
What an overwhelming feeling,to know that allof
you are out there practicing with me. Time, place
distance, do not matter. We are all doing this dance
of energy together, with each other; the chi, and the
Infinite All. What a blessing!

5o, it's back to work. Try harder, study more,
practice more. Know that we are allworking to be
at one with the chi.

Thank again to all of you who worked so
hard to make this conference possible.
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Teacher i nvestigates "swivel"
in her own practice
By Jan Arrott

"Swivel" was a word frequently used in discussions at
this year's conference, when describing the lateral move-
ments of TCC.

The New World Dictionary defines swivel as a
coupling device that allows free turning of the pans
attached to it. In the case of a swivel desk chair the seat
turns horizontally on the base.

When I open a wine bottle, I can either turn the
bottle and hold the cork screw still or I can hold the
wine bottle still and turn the cork screw. Either way a
swivel is created.

So in myTCC movementt I use that image of
holding the T'an T'ien still and letting the waist turn.
Justin repeats over and over,"it's the turning of the
waist"which causes the chi to circulate.

No wonder Bass Drum,the Daughters and Push
Pull seem to me like the easiest movements to teach.
No turning of the waist is necessary. ln Working the Pul-
ley, when the T'an T'ien remains facing forward (as in
not turning the wine bottle) the waist must swivel as the
cork screw does. In the Platters and Pulling in the Ener-
gy that turning of the waist becomes very subtle and al-
most unnoticeable to the observer as the arms move to
trace the circle of the movement.

In the lateral movements, as Ed often has des-
cribed with his"bottom gliding across a piano bench"
illustration, the T'an T'ien remains facing forward as the
waist swivels on this still point.

When I previously concentrated on making my
waist turn, my focus was not enhancing the flow of the
chi. When I relaxed and shifted my focus to the forward
stillness of the T'an T'ien the swiveling of the waist hap-
pened, not as an act of will but naturally without effort.

"Holding fast"with the linear yinning and yang-
ing of the T'an T'ien and "letting go" to the circular turn-
ing of the waist lubricates my practice in a way I hadn't
experienced before.

4ll,A1
':::!ili,,
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Teacher struck with insights at
the a n n ua I Teachers' Conference
\ /l /isdom, prajna, was one of the key terms men-
V U tioned by Justin & Ed this weekend. Ed ex-
plained it as the underlying current with which the
spiritual practicioner can seek to align him or her-
self,and gave some compelling examples of how it
had recently guided him in his life. From these, it
became clear that wisdom shows up as a subtle
force of right connection, a serendipitous linking of
often unlikely causes & effects. As the weekend
progressed, short as it was, I began to feel wisdom
putting in a tentative appearance as a kind of
heightened sense of analogy. The quieter & more
at ease in TCC I became,the more the things & peo-
ple around me began to l ink up & transmit a
heightened sense of poignant meaning, often pro-
viding concrete examples of the principles embod-
ied in TCC practice - first & foremost, emptiness. For
me, a particularly striking instance of this occurred
during the photo session late Saturday in the out-

door ampitheatre. I was sitting in one of the up-
per tiers. On either side of me & all around were all
the other teachers, vibrant & here together in this
exact configuration for one time only, in fact for a
matter of minutes, with Justin, the source of the
teaching that had called them together, seated in
the first row. No sooner did the sense of that strong
but fleeting whole register in me than my eyes lift-
ed all by themselves and settled on the larger land-
scape of which we were a part, bordered to the
west by row upon row of white crosses in the con-
vent cemetary, some (l know from an afternoon
walk) dating back a century, some as recent as this
year. Each cross with its precise shadow in the set-
ting sun. And labsorbed this powerfulwisdom
teaching not in my head but in my chest.

- Bill Mishler

Catholic sister relates shared viewpoint
of sisters who teach TCC movements
([Representing] Sisters at round
table discussion):

The increasing number of Sis-
ters becoming TCC teachers may
be related to the centering as-
pects of the form. The move-
ments often are a preparation for
centering prayer and other Medi-
tative practices. Many Sisters
teach TCC in retreat and/or spiri-

tuality centers and attract per-
sons who are interested in body
prayer as a means of deepening
their relationship with God, oth-
ers and self.

Some prospective students are
curious as to how the practice of
TCC is compatible with our reli-
gious faith. This question pres-
ents the opportunity to clarify

that we are not promoting a reli-
gion but are tapping into the
ancient wisdom of another cul-
ture which, as in our tradition,
reverences the pairedness of all
life and promotes a compassion-
ate attitude toward all creation.

- Sn Mary Reynolds
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Intermediate class formats va ry
By Noel Altman

n t this yeart annualTeachers'Conference, I hosted a
l't"roundtable" discussion on "lntermediate Classes." I
had a full table of teachers, some experienced in teach-
ing intermediate formats and others inexperienced and
wondering what should be included.

First of all, I stated right up front: There is NO set
way to teach intermediate classes-it's whatever each
teacher decides.

Some teachers shared that they go over all of
the TCC movements more carefully in their intermediate
classes-that the students dont fully learn the move-
ments in the beginning course and therefore need the
extra help to become proficient at the practice.

Ithink it is important in discussing intermediate
formats to also discuss the beginning formats that are
feeding into those courses-in other words,"How and
what have students been taught prior to entering an in-
termediate course?"

At the"roundtable," l shared that Ed and I used
to teach our intermediate classes in the way described
above (when we first began co-teaching in 1988). ln
those days,we were teaching allof the movements in 12
hours of instruction in our beginning class (as is most
commonly done by the TCC Teaching Community), and
found, as "roundtable" participants noted, that the stu-
dents needed more work on putting together the de-
tails of the movements-and that work was accom-
plished in the intermediate classes.

Eventually, though, due to our own frustration at
watching students go away from beginning classes with
only a fragmentary understanding of the movements
(since many students never go on to intermediate), we
decided to change our beginning level instruction.

ln 1992,when we began teaching courses in a
new setting, in a new state, (due to a recent move), we
decided to literally DOUBLE our instruction time to 24
hours-taught in two 12-hour courses. Over time, we
found that this was too many hours, so we eventually
streamlined down to 16 hours total-taught in two
eight-hour courses, half the form in each course. This 1 two hours each class, eight hours total. I break down the
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way, we felt, even if they never went on to the second
beginning course (and only knew half the form),at least
they would be able to practice it fairly well.

At that time, we also offered an "Ongoing Prac-
tice"format, which was the successor to our beginning
courses. In that one-hour format, Ed and I led a full prac-
tice of nine repetitions of all of the TCC movements, and
then spent the remaining time working on a specific as-
pect of one of the more difficult movements or engag-
ing the group in discussion, sometimes after reading a
passage from the TCC text or another of Justin's book.
With this format, we did allow students to enroll who
had only learned the first half of the form, but we told
them they would have to sit down and observe during
the second half of the practice (since they had not been
taught those movements). ln this course, Ed and I fo-
cused completely on performing our practice to the
best of our abilities, and students were encouraged to
watch us closely as they moved with us to see what
more they could begin to pick up on their own.

Other teachers at the"roundtable" mentioned
that including a full practice in an intermediate format
was very important in their minds because it gives the
students a chance to put all of the individual pieces
(movements) they've learned together into a whole.

In my current teaching at Kaiser Permanente
Hospital in San Francisco, I have continued the two-part
(16 hours total) beginning class format. However,when I
designed my teaching curricula for the program in July,
1998,1 rethought the intermediate class format.

Before I describe how I now teach the intermed-
iate level, I should first say that I highly encourage my
students to repeat the "Beginning Level B" course (sec-
ond half of the form) since the movements are more dif-
ficult than in'A'j Most do (which of course helps the stu-
dents taking it for the first time-they seem to pick up
the movements more easily when a class has many re-
peating students). I also tell students that it is highly
preferred that they have taken "A"at least once and "B"at
least twice before they enter the intermediate course,
which is offered only once or twice a year.

I teach the intermediate course in four sessions,



movements into ones that have a vertical shift of
weight,a forward-and-back shift of weight and a side-
to-side shift of weight. I hand out workheets with prin-
ciples that should be followed in these three categories
of movements. While the students are seated,l go over
the list verbally by having each student read aloud one
of the principles. They are phrases that they have heard
over and over, but may not have incorporated as of
yet-some examples: Heel, (not toe) steps out with no
weight on it; No leaning to either side with the upper body;
SOFT; FLOWING, moving with continuity; Keeping the at-
tention in the soles of the feet or the T'an f'ren. Once the
student reads the principle aloud, I demonstrate what I
am talking about, and often what would be a violation
of the principle, as well, so they are very clear on what I
mean. We then choose about two or three movements
that fit in that category and I write those on the board.

The students then break into pairs. One student
begins by performing a movement listed on the board,
and the other student watches carefully and notes any
principles that need work. Once the movement is fin-
ished, the observing student gives verbal feedback to
the other one and hands back the workheet. Then they
switch roles. After that, they begin again with another
movement on the board.

I don't care which order they do the movements
in, or even if they finish all of them. I am most con-

cerned with the carefulwatching each one is learning as
well as the direct and individual feedback he/she re-
ceives regarding his/her practice. While the students are
performing this task, I circulate around the room and
facilitate the exercise, as well as give individual feedback
on the practice of the form. I try to give feedback on at
least one movement per person during the entire course
(afthough per class would be preferred and ideal, but
would take a team-teaching effort or a restructuring of
the course). Of course, since the feedback is on princi-
ples, not particulars, it often applies to many, sometimes
a// of the movements, depending on the problem (for
instance, "leanin g" or tucking the bottom under").

In the last class, after performing a full practice
of af l of the movements, we focus solely on the Six Heah
ing Sounds. After reviewing the sounds (and making any
necessary corrections) and answering any other particu-
lar questions, we practice the movement in a circle with
one person taking a turn sitting in a chair (and resting,
eyes closed, if desired) in the center of the circle. The
group aims the sounds into the circle. I also take a turn.
This is a wonderful exercise which my teacher (Pam
Towne) taught when I took her Intermediate class 13
years ago. lt gives everyone plenty of chances to prac-
tice the movement and also gives them a chance to
(possibly) feel the effect of healing group chi.

continued on page 3l

Performing T'ai Chi Chih Movements in Water
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Singer fi nds TCC helpful for voice
By Grace O'Connor

Student of Sr. Margaret O'Connor

n fter having attended my cabaret show at"Don'tTell
/H\Mama" in New York City, Carolyn Perkins, with the
approval of Sister Antonia, invited me to perform my
show at the T'ai Chi Chih Teachers'Conference 2000 in
New Jersey. The per-
formance took place on
Friday evening, July 21st,
at the Xavier Center, St.
Elizabeth College,
Convent Station. My
accompanist that
evening was Dr. Don
Fornuto of William F.
Paterson University,
Wayne, New Jersey.

Throughout my
performance that even-
ing,lwas delighted by
the warmth and gra-
ciousness emanating
from the audience. There
was such a strong con-
nection between us and I
knew my storytelling in
the songs of our great
American composers was
touching each and every
person in the room.

ln the course of
my show, I revealed the
fact that I was a devotee
of  T 'a iChiChih,which
pleased everyone in
attendance. My introduction toT'ai Chi Chih came from
my sister, Sister Margaret O'Connor, a T'ai Chi Chih
teacher. Margaret had given me Justin Stone's videq
and of course, some private lessons.

Since starting to do T'ai Chi Chih two years ago, I
have found greater freedom and energy in my singing.
This is evidenced in my performances where I feeljust as

fresh after an hour's singing as when I began. This past
February, I recorded my first CD which meant eight
hours at a time in the studio. My musical director,
Christopher Marlowe, was astounded that I was able to

record twice the usual
number of songs ih one
session than most
singers are able to com-
plete. Having recorded
14 songs in two days is
directly related, not just
to my vocal technique,
but to the stamina I have
achieved through T'ai
ch i ch ih .

I am very gratefulto my
sister, Sister Margaret, for
introducing me to T'ai
Chi Chih, and to Carolyn
Perkins and Sister Anton-
ia for inviting me to per-
form at Conference 2000.
It afforded me the op-
portunity to meet Justin
Stone, who is also a fine
musician, with a wealth
of knowledge of the
music of our Great Amer-
ican Songbook. lsaw
and heard this firsthand
at our impromptu musi-
cal rendezvous atthe
piano after my perform-
ance, which was a great

joy! Also,to have met so many beautiful people in the
audience that evening, whose warmth and generosity of
spirit certainly speaks highly of the type of person
drawn to T'ai Chi Chih and of all that T'ai Chi Chih ev-
okes from each individual. I do hope our paths cross
again. In the meantime, we will think'tontinuity and
gentleness."
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Inmate hopes to teach one day
By Craig Bowens

Student of James Hecker and JudyTretheway

. . . Ed, at this point I would like to share with you
whatT'aiChi Chih has done for me. Ed,for most of
my life I was a very violent person and I did not
really know why ljust assumed I was that way be-
cause of the conditions surrounding my upbringing
living in the ghettos of the San Francisco Bay Area
during the decades of the 1960's and 70's, and then
when lfinally wound up in prison with a sentence
of 25 years to life and the men that I was doing
time [with] were just as violent or even more I really
started to believe that it was cool to be that kind of
person because you had to
be violent to survive.

WhatT'aiChiChih
did was show me that
there is a core to my being
and in that core dwelled a
great dealof fear,and not
knowing how to deal with
that fear I would always
react violently whenever
that fear was triggered.
Now after practicing T'ai

. . . The main reason that lwont
to become an instructor is because
everyday I cross the paths of thou-
sands of men ond when I look into
their eyes I can see the some fear
that once dwelled inside me, and I
would love the opportunity to
share the gift that I recieved . . .

days a week I can feel it in the early stages when I
have been affected by the virus and all I do is prac-
tice three times a day for at least 45 minutes and 48
hours later I am back to my old self and the only ill
effects I suffer is some nasal drainage, and the flu is
usually gone in the same amount of time but I do
tend to suffer the symptoms.

My memory and my ability to focus has got
alot better. Ed,T'ai Chi Chih is the most wonderful
gift that I have recieved - the power of having to-

talcontrol over my health and
well being is something that I
will be forever grateful to Jus-
tin for, because of him creating
this beautiful art form and al-
lowing it to be taught here at
Folsom.

Ed,the main reason that I
want to become an instructor
is because everyday I cross the
paths of thousands of men

Chi Chih for nearly three years now that fear no
longer exists within me and has [been] replaced by
a strength & balance so powerful that at this point
in my life I can sense when a situation has the ten-
dacy to turn violent and tune into myT'an T'ien and
draw from the energy stored there and peacefully &
confidently defuse the conflict before it gets a
chance to turn violent.

It has also helped me out a great deal in
keeping me in good health especially as far as the
common cold and flu are concerned. In any prison
setting those two spread like wild fires because of
the crowded conditions, and all of my life I have
been told that there is no cure for the cold, but
since I started practicing at one hour a day seven

and when I look into their eyes
I can see the same fear that once dwelled inside
me,and I would love the opportunity to share the
gift that I recieved with these men because I know
from my personal experience and how much T'ai
Chi Chih has changed me that these men can be-
come empowered with having control over their
lives so that they will stay out of prison and be-
come productive members within their communi-
ties and society at large instead of continuing to be
a detriment.

lwould also love to go through the teacher
training process so that I could recieve some seri-
ous coaching from you and get a deeper under-
standing of  whatT'aiChiChih is al labout.  .  .  .
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Thoroug h, lengthy i nstruction
offered for credit at lL college

By Donna

l\ /l V two year anniversary as an instructor of T'ai Chi
I V I Cnifr was June 6,2000. lt does not seem possible
that it has been two years only since I was accredited. In
other ways it seems that there was no other time before
being an instructor of T'ai Chi Chih. I am fortunate to
have classes in a variety of locations. Each has its great
and not-so-great points. I would like to share with you a
bit about the college classes. The classes at the College
of Lake County (CLC) have something special. TIME.

Having moved from
state to state and county to
county for over 35 years, I per-
sonally know it takes 90 to 120
days for one to adjust to their
new life. So, as an instructor of
T'ai Chi Chih, I know students
need encouragement to add

McElhose

Allthe movements are introduced. There is a
written test and an assignment. The assignment is to re-
search two articles on the benefits of T'ai Chi [Chih or
Ch'uanl, chi gong, etc. Usually the students do more and
are very excited about other things they learn and love
to share their articles. The enthusiasm this generates for
doing the practice is worth the work I have to do for the
record keeping.

. . . lf students register for beginners
(1/z credit) ond intermediate (t/z credit),
they then have a full credit for PE ond
| 6 weeks or 32 hours of T'ai Chi
chih!

The second eight weeks
is an Intermediate-level
class. With two hours for
class, the first part is for
questions, review, and re-
finement - refinement in
the steps, shifting weight,
beginnings and endings,
the names and order of the

one more thing to their busy lives,and they need time.

It is fortunate for the students that take T'ai Chi
Chih instruction at CLC, where it's been offered for four
semesters now. lt is offered as a credit class and com-
bined in the past with the continuing education class.
T'ai Chi Chih also has been offered for three years, once
in the fall and once in the spring, through the Discovery
Program, a seniors'program offered through CLC. The
classes offered through CLC have a wonderful advan-
tage over classes offered at other locations. This advan-
tage is the time requirement for a credit class. The CLC
credit classes are arranged in eight weeks, 16 hours of
instruction for 7z credit. 5o if students register for Begin-
ner (Vz credit) and lntermediate (% credit), they then
have a full credit for PE and 15 week or 32 hours of T'ai
chi chih!

The first eight-week Beginner Course is for in-
struction in the complete set. lf students stop taking
class after this, they have had 16 hours to learn and
practice T'ai Chi Chih. This is double the time of other
locations. The students are able to practice T'ai Chi Chih
on their own.

movements. We use a video camera (for four weeks) to
tape some moves to check for leaning or refinement of a
movement. The last half of most classes are spent doing
the set. The Great Circle Meditation [taught by Justin at
the back of the textl is introduced and practiced after
the set. Some classes that seem ready also do T'ai Chi
Chih mentally. Many of the students say they then con-
tinue that on airplanes or at the office. ln this Intermed-
iate class the students have a project to do about T'ai
Chi Chih. lt can be anything they want. I do not give
any guidelines. One student's project was the artwork
that was on the cover of the Vital Force in June. Others
have started doing poetry again. Pyramid Poetry is pop-
ufar. Some have been in the VitalForce. One student
who could not remember the Six Healing Sounds drew
the sounds in English and Chinese on a rock and says
now she knows the sounds. There have been numerous
wonderful projects by the students.

I find that the students who take the college
classes have a greater depth to their practice sooner
than students from the classes that are offered for short-
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Justin Stone video proves to be use-
ful tool in teaching and presenting
Ed, . . . Having [students] practice with the video while I stroll about is a great idea. They have a big screen TV in the
room so that will work great. lt will also give good visibility for the video and those who are serious may be more
likely to purchase a copy. I guess I may have to call Jean [at Good Karma Publishing] and order more than the seven I
ordered last week!

My presentation this week was to a group at a different Shepherd's Center and I used the practice session of the vi-
deo for them to see as they were gathering and then showed Justin's intro during the presentation and I think it gave
great credibility and comfort to them. While watching the practice session one man said,"They don't seem to have
any tension!" I could have kissed him!

Donnis [Minx]

Perspectives on the Relationship Between Teaching and Work
By Stephanie Bass

I used to have a job with a big title
and big salary and taught T'ai Chi
Chih once a week for very little mo-
ney-just enough to rent the stu-
dio. lthought lwas lucky because I
had a job that would support my
teaching.

Now lworkfor myself, making
barely enough money to pay my
bills, and teach T'ai Chi Chih for not
a lot of money-a little more than
enough to pay for the studio. I con-
sider myself lucky because T'ai Chi
Chih supports my work. Out of the
quietness, the discipline and the joy
comes whatever I need to help my

clients, meet my deadlines,face my
future.

So lask myself: what is my work?
What does it mean to teach T'ai Chi
Chih? Which thing supports the
other?

The answer: it doesn't make any
difference. Just do both.
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Student's doubts about feeling chi
are overcome during her fi rst class

By Kimberly Hurst
Student of Sharon Sirkis

\n /hen I signed up to take a physicaleducation
V U class over the winter session, my main motiva-

tion was to get an easy gym credit and not have it
take a full semester. I chose to take T'ai Chi Chih
mainly because it fit my schedule and it was a class
that did not seem to sound too difficult in the cata-
log. I mean how can 20 different moves be a hard
class? This class was
something that I was
definitely not taking
seriously. ltend to be a
skeptical person and
thought that T'ai Chi
Chih was some new age
class. That no one ever
really felt their Chi, it
was just something peo-
ple say to fit in with the
group, and if they did
find their Chi, what
good would it do them to know they have it? Then
I came to the first class and from almost the very
beginning my attitude was changed.

The moment that I felt that this was some-
thing that may be very beneficial to me was when
we did lal simple [exercise] of squeezing our hands
together 20 times and then bringing them together
slowly. I didn't think that I would feel anything, but I
did. When lfelt the warmth and tingling sensation
between my hands, I thought to myself that this
was something,that lwas going to get something
out of this class.

I have always been a very high tension, high-
strung person. I always feel like I have to be on the
ball and in control at all times. Especially when it
comes to my job and school, I think you could say
that lam somewhat of a controlfreak. Calm was
never in my vocabulary. I always have five diff€rent
things going at once and tend to like it that way.

So after that first class I went home and
started doing the movements that we had learned

that day. I noticed my-
self becoming calm and
more focused. My part-
ner saw it also; he came
home that evening and
I actually sat and talked
to him without doing
something else,l ike
cooking or folding
clothes. He was im-
pressed with how lwas
calmer and trying not to
let things bother me

like they usually do. I also have found in my job
that I am able to step back and assess a situation
before going into it. I tend to be the one that
jumps in with my opinion and the way to fix my
clients'problems. I am trying now to sit back and
really listen and observe before jumping in. I know
that I have a long way to go before I am really a
calm person. I still have three things going on at
once and I still find myself getting agitated easily,
but the more that I practice T'ai Chi Chih I feel
myself becoming a more centered person who is
more able to focus.

. . . After that first class lwent home and
started doing the movements that we had
learned that doy. I noticed myself becom-
ing calm and more focused. My partner
saw it also; he came home that evening

folding clothes.

and I actually sat and talked to him with-
out doing something else,like cooking or
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Successful Candidates
continued from page 9

Ed and previously published inTheVitalForce andThe
New MexicoT'aiChiChih News. In addition,there are
more recent articles that I think would be panicularly
useful, written by Justin, Ed, and other teachers (includ-
ing myself):

THE DEEPER LEVELS.AS SEEN BY JUSTIN AND ED:
-'fn Accord with Teh" by Justin Stone,TheVital Force,March 1999
-'Softness and Continuity" by Ed Altman,TheVitol Force,)une 1999
-'Patience" by Ed Altman,TheVital Force,September 1999
- "Flow Softly" by Justin Stone, Ihe Vitol Force,December 1 999
- "T'ai Chi Chlh and the Future" by Justin Stone,The Vital Force,
March 2000
-oViofence" by Ed Altman,TheVital Force, September 2000

PREPARATION:
- oPreparing for Teacher's Training" by Carmen Brocklehurst, Ihe
Vital Force,September 1 999
-'Becoming an accredlted T,ai Chi Chih teacher" by Patricia
Strand, The Vital Force, September 2000

ATTITUDE:
- "Receiving Corrections" by Jean Katus,TheVital Force,March 1999
- "Motfvational Tips for Practlce" by Sharon Sirkis, Ihe Vital Force,
June 1999
-nVhy Attend the Annual Conference?o by Noel Altman,TheVital
Force,June 1999
-nVhen T'ai Chi Chih Feels Llke New' by Amy Hackenberg, Ihe
Vital Force, December 1 999

TEACHING:
- "Teaching TCC to a city population through largest U.S. non-
proflt HMO'by Noel Altman, TheVitol Force,December 1999
-"New teacher has questions for Justin Stone...' letter byTrish
Winger, along with "Justin responds candidly to new teacher's
questions", both: TheVital Force March 2000
- "Justln Stone's teaching on new vldeo'lesonates' after viewingo
by Amy Hackenberg, Ih eVital Force, June 2000
-"Teachlng Where You'rc Given Space" by Noel Altman, TheVital
Force,June2000
-"Group practices unite studentso by Donna McElhose lhe Vital
Force, September 2000
-"Teachlng T'ai Chi Chih Without Classes" by Jan Linthorst, The
Vit al Fo rce, September 2000

5) Explain the core parts to a successful presen-
tation and give the candidate a chance to practice in
advance.

6) Quiz the candidate on the proper names of
the movements and the order in which they are prac-
ticed (and taught).

Optionally:
lf I were preparing more than one candidate at once,
then I would offer a teacher preparation course for the
group of them to accomplish most of the above and
also give all of them the chance to lead each other - in
a circle, in rows, mirroring and not. Maybe they'd even
begin to practice teaching movements so they could
begin to address this and related questions: What are
the key points you want to make about this movement?

ln Conclusion:
As teachers, we all know how much cant be taught in
advance - the lessons that have to be learned by just
getting out there and doing. How well a student doesin
that circumstance will have a lot to do with how confi-
dent he/she feels as a result of prior preparation.

Intermediate classes
continued from page 25

There does seem to be a great deal of interest in the
topic of intermediate classes. lf teachers who offer class-
es which go beyond the basic instruction in the TCC
movements will write up what it is that they do and
send the articles in for publication in The Vital Force, then
we may all benefit from their experience

Thorough instruction
continuedfrom page 28

er times, hours or weeks. There is a very big difference in
the students'movements, comfort zone and skill quality
when they have the time to incorporateT'ai Chi Chih in-
to their lives in a gentle time-expanded class. When stu-
dents have time to learn T'ai Chi Chih and make it a part
of their lives, they have a greater opportunity for contin-
uing theirT'ai Chi Chih practice. They also find out that
what they are doing ls valuable. They have the opportu-
nity to learn about the gift of T'ai Chi Chih without rush-
ing it.

In order to help the students practice, I use a
100-day chart for students to track their days of practice.
The students that use this method of tracking their prac-
tice time seem to enjoy it. One hundred days aids in giv-
ing the students the time they need to incorporate
something new in their lives.
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armlc Komments
from Good Karma Publishing,Inc.
P.O. Box 51 1, Ft. Yates, ND 58538
Jean Katus, Publisher

Gift ldeas

During this season of gift giving or at any time, teachers might want to consider some of the Good Karma
items for a special student, family member, or friend. While we always encourage teachers to have the
"basic" materials available in their classes (the Justin Stone videq the photo-textbook and the audio cas-
sette "Justin Stone Speak on T'ai Chi Chih"-pieces particularly considered to be supportive tools for prac-
tice and study), we can also recommend certain others that make nice gift items.

For those who want to know more about Justin Stone, the man and his accomplishments, including sam-
plings of his jaz.keyboard performance,the "20th Anniversary Interview"cassette tape is a delight. (One
teacher ordered several copies to have available at a local event where both teachers and students would
be in attendance, most of whom were unfamiliar with the tape.) Then there's the incomparable Paul Reps,
one of Justint mentors, whose witty and succinct drawings and clever poetic expression fill the pages of Let
Good Fortune Jump onYou.

Readers drawn to meditation would find Meditation for Healing and Zen Meditation to be rich with history,
potential results, pitfalls to avoid, along with very clear and concise instruction. Those who may not want to
delve so deeply into meditation but who may nonetheless find the idea of simple meditative exercises
inspiring will like Heightened Awareness.

Non-T'ai Chi Chih people with an inclination for the Far East would enjoy the sometimes humorous, some-
times serious, lesson-filled stories in "Spiritual Stories of the East" (either in individual packaging or as a two-
volume set); the candid wisdom contained in the slim two-section volume of aphorisms and narratives of
20th Century Psalms;the depth of Justin's astute observations in Abandon Hope and Climb the Joyous
Mountain (in addition to the fun of pyramid poetry and artist Ou Mie Shu's drawings in the latter).

Music lovers who have not yet heard "Serene Nature" and "Music for T'ai Chi Chih Practice & Restful
Listening"willfind these soothing tapes to be a wonderful adjunct to activities where serenity and calm-
ness are desired. "Elevation Music"and "Emblissening Music"are also popular tapes that go well with T'ai
Chi Chih and/or reflective listening. In addition, we offer a few other items, mostly music tapes, not listed in
the catalog any longer but still available as supplies last. You can request a list describing these materials.

Order Form

You'll notice that the enclosed order form, one side for teachers and the other for students, has an exten-
sion after the effective date so it reads,"Effective through 2000+"so you know the prices and shipping
chart will not change after the New Year until such time as we let you know via this column.
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Credit Card Use

We keep credit card number and expiration date information (as well as the last three digits from the back
of the card-see"Karmic Komments"column request in September'00 VitolForce) on file for teachers who
ask that of us. Sometimes there is confusion if a person uses a different card from the one we have on file
without letting us know whether or not we should change our information. We would appreciate your
notifying us of any changes: credit card type, numbeL expiration date.

New Voice Message System

Good Karma now has a more reliable voice message system than what we previously had. You can bypass
the rather lengthy informational message at any time while it plays by pressing the # key and leaving what-
ever message you wish. You can use this same key to leave an order or ask for information. You will NOT
get a human voice or any other prompts to press other numbers or symbols once you have pressed the #
key. lt is not necessary to leave your address if it is already current in our files. Remember, though, to
change your address with us, as well as with the Vital Force,when such changes need to be made.

Canada

BC,Victoria

United States

CA, Hayward
CA, El Cahon
CA,Camaril lo
CO, Denver
MN, Minneapolis
MN, Bemidji
MqSt.Louis
ND Fargo
NM, Albuquerque

Guadalupe Buchwald

Sandra McAlister
Susan Patterson
Pamela Towne

Margaret Manzanares
Paula Arnold

Jeanne Engen-Duranske
KathyVieth Albers
Christeen Mclain

Carmen Brocklehurst

(2s0) 3856748

(s10) s82-2238
(8s8) s71-370s
(80s) 987-3607
(303) 4e4-s800
(612) 721-9200
(218)7sl-3173
(314)727-"t983
(70"t) 232-5579
(sos) 2e9-0s62
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SUBMISSIONS:

EDITING POLICY:

MEMBERSHIPS:

TCC TEACHERS'
DIRECTORY:

WHEN MOVING:

Tlee Vital Force invites letters, articles, news briefs, poetry, original artwork and photography.
Written submissions should be typed. All submissions must indicate the full name and complete
address of the person submitting them to be considered for publication.

The Vital Force now has a text scanner which allows us to process typed submissions much more
efficiently. Unfortunately, hand-written submissions must still be typed in manually and are prone to
human error. Mail, fa& or e-mail your submissions. (See "Contact Information"on opposite page.)
Students, please indicate who yourT'ai Chi Chih teacher is with your submission.

"But if you turn your eyes within yourselves
And testify to the truth of Self-nature-
The Self-nature that is no-nature,
You will have gone beyond the ken of
sophistry."

-'ZAZEN WASAN /The Song of Zazen'by Hakuin,
A Flower Does NotTalk by Abbot Zenkei Shibayama

The editing policy of Tl.e Vttal Force is to leave written submissions as intact as possible inorder to
preserve the original voice of the writer. Therefore, editing will be minimal, unless explicitly re-
quested otherwise by the writer,or unless the meaning is unclear. The editing term "sic"will NOT
be used to point out errors. Due to space limitationt submissions may have to be shortened, although
it is hoped this will be rare.

When an addition or substitution for a word or words in the original text has been made, these
brackets: [ ] will be used to enclose the change rather than parentheses, which some writers like using.
lf an omission is made of more than a word or two due to unrelated content (in a letter, for instance) or
space limitations, it will be shown by the following version of ellipsis: . . . This is so as not to be con-
fused when the following: ....... is used by a writer to show a lapse in time, a long pause or change in
topic.

The Vital Force is published quarterly and bulk-mailed to Association members in the U.S. during
the second week of March, June, September and December. Generally, the mailing time is 2 - 4 week.
U.S. First Class and international delivery can be ordered for an extra fee and post on the same
schedule noted above. (See Page 2 for details).

Please allow 8 weeks notice and provide complete old and new addresses. Because The Vttal
Force has "return service requested" with the U.5. Post Officg an undeliverable issue or Teachers'
Directory is returned to us with a charge for the First Class cost to return it (approximately 51.25 -

52.50, depending on the weight). Then, if we mail out a new one, it goes First Class (because a bulk
mailing requires 200 pieces), resulting in further expense of S 1 .25 - 52.50. Please help us avoid this
unnecessary and wasteful expense-send in your change of address information early!

Chih teachers. lt is not to be used or sold as a mailinglist. Updates are published on insert
in each issue of The Vttal Force. Send your to the address on the
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T'Al CHI CHIH CONTACTS: VITAL FORCE JOURNAL CONTACTS:

JUStin Stone Vital Force Association Memberships, updates forTeacher's
Originator of T,ai Chi Chih Directory,updates/sign-upsforWebsiteTeacherReferralList,
p.O. Box 232"12 submissionsfor publication:

Af buquerque, NM 87192-12"12 TheVital Force NoelAltman
P.O. Box 23068 Editor

Ed Altman Albuquerque, NM (505) 294-9065
Head of T'ai Chi Chih 87"192-1068 (505) 296-1297 (Fax)
P.O. Box 23071 Gattfirst)
Af buquerque, NM 87 192-'lO7 1
(5OS) 294-9065 thevitalforce@yahoo.com

T'AI CHI CHIH WEBSITE:
www.taichichih.org

THE VITAL FORCE/o urnal of T'ai Chi Chih Please print clealy.

1 . (  ) R e n e w a l (  ) N e w

2. Name

MEMBERSHIP FORM

Phone ( )

Address

E-mail

3. ( )AccreditedTCCTeacher- Areyou: ( )Active ( )lnactive ( )Willingtotravel

Membership includes Teachers'Directory_yea(s) @ S30.00 / yr

Do you want your name, phone number and e-mail address (if applicable) included on the
T'ai Chi Chih communitywebsite (www.taichichih.org) yea(s) @ $5 /yr

( ) Student / Interested person year(s) @ S25.OO / yr

4. ( ) First Class Delivery in U.S. additional 55.00 / yr

( ) Out of U.S. Delivery additional S10.00 / yr

5. ( ) Donation for fundin g VFJ projects: outreach and referral activities

Make check or money order in U.5. dollars payable to:

The Vital Force
P.O. Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM 871 92-1 068

zip

=s

= $

-s

=$

=$

-s

TOTAL = $
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The Lighter Side...
lti

- Sharon Sirkis

4. After mentioning how the chi is a healing cur-

power!"

: Sharon5irkfs
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P rarnid Poetr
This form of poetry was originated by Justin Stone and is described in detail in his boo( Climb the Joyous Mountain.

Light

9tars, cold and dry
To make a
Dance of

Light

- Nancy Jo Bleier

CLOUDg
FLOAflNG

EILLOWING
EUILDING aKYWARD

OMINOU9
RAINFALL

LIFE

- John Payette
(Student of Donna
McElhose)

9ILK
THRAD OF

GO99-A-MER
aEDUCING LIFE

EEHOLD THE
9PTDER'9

WEE

- Carolyn Powell
(Student of Donna
McElhose)Horne

Elaeting
Lights xwinkling
Music floaxing
Ae the boats

Float on
Ey

- Nancy Jo Bleier

TIME
WILL 5THL

THE MOMENTg
THAT HOLD YOUR DRHM9

RETURNING
NAUGHTEUT

TIME

- Carolyn Powell
(Student of Donna
McElhose)


